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do so, to fully document and acknowledge the effects of wartime violence upon the
psyche.
doi:10.1093/shm/hky009
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Wendy Z. Goldman and Donald Filtzer (eds), Hunger and War: Food Provisioning
in the Soviet Union During World War II, Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2015. Pp. x 1 371. $35. ISBN 978 0 253 01712 3.
This excellent edited volume examines the problem of hunger, starvation, nutrition and
food supply in the Soviet Union during the Second World War. The book consists of five
substantial essays plus an editors’ introduction, an extensive bibliography, index, and list
of terms and abbreviations, as well as very helpful and striking charts and tables. The
essays include: ‘Introduction: The Politics of Food and War’, by Donald Filtzer and Wendy
Goldman; ‘Not By Bread Alone: Food, Workers, and the State’, by Wendy Goldman; ‘The
State’s Pot and the Soldier’s Spoon: Rations (PaÞk) in the Red Army’, by Brandon
Schechter; ‘Queues, Canteens, and the Politics of Location in Diaries of the Leningrad
Blockade, 1941–1942’, by Alexis Peri; ‘Nutritional Dystrophy: The Silence and Semantics
of Starvation in World War II’, by Rebecca Manley; and ‘Starvation Mortality in Soviet
Home-Front Industrial Regions during World War II’, by Donald Filtzer. According to the
editors, each chapter sheds light on topics that were once taboo, neglected or forbidden,
such as starvation and mortality in the rear. The book is incredibly well documented and
researched, and essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the Soviet
Union’s wartime experience.
The book makes several important points about the Soviet Union’s wartime management of hunger and its struggle to feed citizens. Wendy Goldman examines the hierarchies of allocation and provisioning. Through a highly differentiated and complicated
rationing system, the regime allocated more food to those who expended more calories
at work, but it also allocated more food to top managers and skilled workers, as well as
workers in priority sectors, such as defence. The state held to certain principles of allocation, taking food from one starving segment of the population in order to feed another,
but losing the calorie battle, nonetheless. The editors state that ‘The Red Army benefited
considerably from Lend-Lease aid, but only from 1944 on, and Soviet civilians bore the
brunt of the shortages created by German occupation’ (p.27).
The discussion is also thoughtful and nuanced. The editors underscore that in order to
determine which people were at greater risk of weight loss, nutritional deficiency and
starvation, one has to look beyond caloric intake to energy expended. The Soviet wartime
rationing system differentiated by age and intensity of labour (for example, Soviet miners
doing intense underground work), but it did not account for body mass, which would
also dictate an individual’s caloric needs. In general, women had lower rates of mortality
than men because they may have required less food than men. Workers, with long workdays and intense labour, who were pushed to produce more during the war were at risk
in an environment where food was in short supply. The book highlights the fact that
rations alone were insufficient to keep people alive. The government, therefore,
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Nadine Ehlers and Leslie R. Hinkson (eds), Subprime Health: Debt and Race in
U.S. Medicine, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2017. Pp. 248. $27.
ISBN 978 1 5179 0150 9.
Subprime Health: Debt and Race in U.S. Medicine is a volume written primarily by sociologists, with two geographers, an STS specialist, and a legal scholar also contributing. The
book’s authors have attempted to theorise and even historicise the relationship between
the twenty-first-century return of racialised medicine—in the form of pharmacogenomics, race-based prescribing, health care hotspotting, and racially inclusive recruitment in
experimental trials—and two types of racial health disparities: unequal access to care and
disproportionate risk for certain diseases and medical conditions. Subprime Health’s authors selected the heuristic of ‘debt’ as a way to locate and think through linkages between racialised medicine and health disparities. Most chapters tackle the ethical,
political, economic and medical implications of the medical establishment’s na€ıve tendency to brand the return of racialised medicine as a form of restitution for the African
American community’s longstanding lack of access to care. Although the precise focus
of each chapter varies, most support the conclusion that racialised medicine reifies biological race in very imprecise ways, blames race-based health disparities on either black
bodies or black culture, and absolves the medical establishment, neo-liberal policy makers
and unequal socioeconomic structures of any complicity in or ‘indebtedness’ for the creation or maintenance of health care inequality.
How each chapter uses the trope of ‘debt’ to examine the relationship between racialised medicine and racial inequality ranges from financial to ethical and political.
Co-editor Leslie Hinkson’s chapter on African Americans and hypertension examines
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encouraged subsidiary agriculture, collective and personal gardens, and collective farm
markets. But if people kept themselves alive with potatoes and grains, they suffered from
vitamin deficiency and malnutrition. Moreover, the conditions of war and Soviet inefficiency meant that waste, spoilage, theft and problems with food deliveries also diminished overall consumption and meant that people consumed considerably less than the
official rations indicated. Thus ‘by 1944, male defense workers, the country’s best-fed
civilians, were beginning to die of starvation’ (p.43).
The chapters in this volume are so well done that one is left with the impression that
each could and should be expanded into a book. I was especially struck by Rebecca
Manley’s examination of nutritional dystrophy. She discusses how during the Second
World War, for the first time since the 1920s, hunger and starvation became legitimate
objects of medical research. Although the subject of starvation remained highly sensitive
and circumscribed, medical researchers found ways to document and conceptualise the
widespread effects of hunger on the Soviet population. Manley traces the emergence of
a study of nutritional dystrophy, and the fascinating ways in which ‘the blockade generated a new conception of hunger as a unified illness and produced unique conditions for
the study of hunger’ (p.219). Hunger became not just a condition of insufficient food,
but a medical condition with distinct stages. The ways that Manley traces and deconstructs the Soviet language of hunger and the terms used to describe starvation illnesses
is masterful. I read her chapter more than once. It is brilliant.

